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OVERVIEW

House on a large consolidated corner plot of 3900 m²
with a beautiful garden with various areas for sale in one
of the safest urbanizations of Pozuelo de Alarcón
surrounded by a unique natural and green environment.

Lucas Fox is pleased to present this single-family villa of robust and consolidated
construction with great potential for renovation with different porches, accesses and
a spectacular garden, where you will find your haven of peace and tranquility just 12
minutes from the centre of Madrid.

This impressive luxury villa in the Álamo de Bularas development will be a charming
and ideal home for families with children, thanks to its unique location and its
outdoor spaces, which offer endless areas for the little ones to enjoy.

The house is located in a very private area of the development and has two accesses
for cars from the outside. The villa has an exposed brick façade, thick walls with high
thermal insulation and soundproofing. It is distributed in a very comfortable and
functional way on two floors, with large windows facing the garden to make the most
of natural light.

Upon entering the property, we are greeted by a spacious entrance hall that leads to
the main day area, with a living-dining room with access to a luxurious glass-
enclosed porch. On the other side, there is the night area, the most private, with four
independent bedrooms with two bathrooms. In addition, there is the service area
and the unfurnished kitchen area, with an office area, laundry room, ironing area,
storage and outdoor kitchen, with independent access .

From the same main entrance hall we access the upper floor by the staircase and
find the most special area of the house. One wing of the property was expanded in
2018, so it has a façade with large floor-to-ceiling windows with double glazing where
natural light predominates and views of the natural environment so privileged. It has
a high-rise living room , a fully equipped and recently renovated kitchen and four
bedrooms. The master suite enjoys a terrace overlooking the entire beautiful green
environment, with countless corners.

lucasfox.com/go/poz37994

Swimming pool, Garden, Private garage,
Wooden flooring, Natural light,
High ceilings, Walk-in wardrobe,
Transport nearby, To renovate,
Storage room, Service entrance, Security,
Pet-friendly, Near international schools,
Exterior, Equipped Kitchen,
Built-in wardrobes
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As for the exterior, the corner plot only adjoins one neighbor. It has a 12 x 17 meter
pool recently renovated and automated in 2019, which has made the most of all the
spaces. The garden is fully consolidated and is one of the most special within the
development, since it has hundred-year-old trees and bucolic corners where you can
disconnect after a long day of work in the middle of nature or in the poplar forest
itself.

There is the possibility of expanding the property, as well as an infinite number of
renovation options due to its clear structure and layout that give this property so
much potential.

Contact Lucas Fox by email or phone to arrange a viewing and see the villa with your
own eyes. We are available 7 days a week to adapt to the needs of our clients.

You can also visit our recently opened Lucas Fox Property Lounge at Avenida de
Europa 38, Pozuelo, where we can learn more about your needs and help you find
your perfect home or investment.
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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